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Rebalancing Act

AFTER

By CHRIS CHUMBLEY

PROBLEM

Chris and Becky Hall wanted to update their Colleyville home’s master bath. They wanted a design
that would flow and have continuity with the rest of the home’s interior.
SOLUTION

The first thing USI Remodeling proposed was to architecturally rebalance the space. Now, the master closet has
an open ceiling sharing a common vaulted ceiling to the remaining bathroom, all separated by a common wall.
The new design consists of arch brows over the vanity cabinets tying into newly constructed shower walls
opposite the original over-weighted side of the room. This created quite a few opportunities. It increased storage
in the upper vanity cabinets below the brows, allowing the cabinet tops to be clutter-free. Also, the shower’s luxurious dual showerheads, rain head and handheld faucet were easy to position for maximum effect.
The semi-formal feel of the room is enhanced with custom-made mahogany cabinets featuring roll-out trays
and felt-lined jewelry drawers. Opposite the vanities is a built-in ironing center with linen storage that looks like a
piece of furniture with travertine slabs on the countertop to heighten it’s elegance.
The homeowners now can begin any day on heated tile floors or end a day soaking in their tub enjoying the
flat-screen TV/audio system.

BEFORE
USI Remodeling is an award-winning design/build contractor specializing in kitchen, bath and whole
house renovations. USI Remodeling
(972.206.0750, usiremodeling.com)
is a member of NKBA, Dallas
HBA, NARI Greater Dallas and
Dallas BBB. It’s owners are CGR
and CAPS certified.

KEY PLAYERS

Contractor: USI Remodeling, 972.206.0750 or 817.319.1892, usiremodeling.com
Flooring: American Tile, 972.243.2378
Floor installation: Allen House Tile and Stone, 972.741.7454
Travertine countertops: Dal-Tile Stone Gallery, 972.620.8427
Countertop fabrication: The Cubic Stone, 214.908.9900
Cabinetry: Dozier Cabinets, 940.383.8707
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